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Design Dacar, the buggy made in Israel bottle the dessert and
break out the common muskamot
“I am just a designer that looking for realizing my dreams” Dana Avrish looking towards
the kyte surfers on the beach of Tel-Aviv. From the window of her studio you can see the
sun heats Hayyarkon Street, the vivid street that take you from Jaffa and the sea.
“ I am doing Interior design. I made projects of hotels, luxury apartments, and as well
industrial design. In Italy I worked for companies such as Indesit an Alessi.”
As soon as she showed me some photos of herself on the motorcycle bending without
fear in the racing track in Monza, Italy, I understood better her motives. “I participate in
different of road course here, in the Negev Dessert”. The off-road competitions are not
yet legal in Israel and the idea was born to create a special vehicle for competitions in the
dessert. 5-meter length and 2.30 wide with 2 meters height and massive wheels the
buggy, 2x4 rear-wheel drive with 3 seats in a raw and the driver sits in the center.
Surprising Buggy with futuristic vision that will get a special certificate from the federal
international Automobile Association. (FIA).
The name Dacar is the initiative of the designer name attached to the word Car. As well
reminding the capital of Senegal where the International Rally that start in Paris end
there. In spite of the fact that we find in Israel a very developed market in High-tech and
different technologies sectors the Israelis never thought of building a car. “an advantage
because there was no national tradition for car building to respect”.
“With my team member, Eyal Cremer, I had the maximum liberty to create forms and
exterior surfaces.”
The aerodynamic of the car is jumping into your eyes. “ as I am coming from the culture
of motorcycle riding, I wanted to create something in between motorcycle and Car, with
shells and without shells (that you can see the whole body, like in Motorcycle).”
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The Dacar gets into a specific niche, “I was looking for the ‘haut-couture’ of the car
industry.” Said Avrish. The buggy is costume made for one client and is basically a tailor
made. Chris Bangel, the head of design department of BMW, wrote to Dana a
compliment letter for her work and tells her to endure her dream. “He sent me an
extraordinary letter, a beautiful satisfaction.”
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explantion about the images:

-

the Dacar In the dessert, two image of the drawers and the scketched.

-

Rendering computer of the buggy in her studio
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